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double layout
instructions
sketch
step-by-step
instructions
++
tips

FAMILY LOVE (24x12)
1 Select two pieces of Diamond cardstock for layout base.
Trim a 1”x 12” strip from each of the following papers:
Village (red dot side), Cabin (pink plaid side), Paper 08 (red
text side), Paper 06 (stripe side), Paper 12 (aqua dot side),
Snowy Floral (green diamond side), Icicles (teal diamond
side), and 4x6 Journaling Cards (aqua snowball side).

7 Using the kit stamps with red ink, stamp #CELEBRATE
multiple times below second and third photos as shown.
8 Type or write journaling in a 2.5”x 2” space to the right of
stamping.
(cont’d)

2 Align paper strips vertically along left edge and adhere as
shown. Select various small ephemera tags and stickers
that color-coordinate with adhered paper strips. Adhere
ephemera and stickers vertically atop paper strips as shown.
Add zig-zag stitching between paper seams, if desired.
3 Print three 3.75”x 5.75” photos and two 3.75”x 2.5” photos.
Use foam adhesive to adhere the first 3.75”x 5.75” photo
on left side of layout, 4” from left edge and 2.25” from top
edge.
4 Use foam adhesive to adhere the two smaller photos
directly right of the first photo, leaving a space in the
middle between the two photos.
5 Select SKATING PASS tag and LOVE banner from
ephemera pack. Adhere angled in the margin between the
two smaller photos, tucking the larger tag behind bottom
photo.
6 Use foam adhesive to adhere the last two larger photos,
aligning them with previously adhered photos and leaving a
.25” margin between them.
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9 Select a lined journaling card. Using blue watercolor paint,
lightly color center of card. When dry, adhere to layout,
directly right of journaling block and .75” from
bottom edge.

q Select Thickers to spell out title and adhere to painted
journaling card as shown. Adhere acrylic title below
Thickers.
w Using kit stamps with teal ink, stamp
snowflakes several times in upper right
corner of layout, allowing stamping to
bleed off edges of layout.

0 Select SUMMIT LIFT TICKET from
ephemera pack and adhere to
layout, 2.75” from right edge
and 1” from bottom edge.

e Using the kit cut files,
electronically cut the
snowflakes from Paper 12
(aqua dot side) so the
largest snowflakes are
approximately 2” wide.

{ Trim round aqua
snowflake tag from kit
printables. Punch hole
in tag and thread with
baker’s twine; tie in
bow. Adhere tag to
layout, 2.5” from right
edge and 2” from
bottom edge.

r Adhere die-cut
snowflakes in upper right
corner, trimming off any
overhang.

} Punch a 1” circle
from Icicles paper (teal
diamond side). Adhere
to center of metal tag.
Punch hole in tag and thread
with baker’s twine; tie in bow.
Adhere acrylic star to center of
tag; adhere to layout 3” from right
edge and 1.25” from bottom edge.

t Trim out red
#CELEBRATE tab from kit
printables. Attach to upper
left edge of layout using a mini
stapler.
y Embellish layout with gold gems in
upper left corner and lower left corner near
title block.
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PEACE & LOVE (12x12)

1 Select Sparkle cardstock for layout base. With pencil, lightly
trace a 9.5” circle in the center of cardstock.
2 Type or write journaling in a 2”x 1” block inside circle, 2.25”
from left edge and 6” from top edge.
3 Using the kit cut files, cut three branches from each of the
following papers: Icicles (teal diamond side), Snowy Floral
(green diamond side), Paper 04 (navy side), and Wonderland
(aqua zig zag side) at approximately 3.75” wide.
4 Using kit cut files, cut two sets of snowflakes from Snowy
Floral (green diamond side) at 2” wide for the largest
snowflakes.

5 Arrange the branch and snowflake die-cuts around the
penciled circle and adhere as shown. Erase any pencil lines
that show through.
6 Print a 5”x 7” photo. Use foam adhesive to adhere at angle
in the center of wreath, 2.5” from top edge and 4.25” from
left edge.
7 Select five white snowflakes from sticker sheet. Use foam
adhesive to adhere around wreath as shown.
8 Select PEACE LOVE JOY tag from ephemera pack. Adhere
at an angle near lower right corner of photo.
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(cont’d)

8 Select acrylic title and use glue dots to adhere along
bottom edge of photo, overlapping tag.
9 Embellish layout with gold gems.
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step-by-step card instructions
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MERRY CHRISTMAS CARD (4.25x5.5)
1 Select an A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 5.25” piece of Paper
12 (aqua dot side) and adhere to front of card base.

7 Embellish card with gold gems as shown.

2 Trim a 3.75”x 5” piece of Village paper (pink side). Add
stitching around outer edge, if desired. Use foam adhesive
to adhere to center of card base.
3 Trim the red LOVE tag from kit printables. Apply a strip of
washi tape across the bottom edge, adhering ends around
back of tag. Trim a piece of baker’s twine and tie in bow
above washi tape.
4 Use foam adhesive to adhere tag to center of card base.
5 Select poinsettia cluster from ephemera pack. Use foam
adhesive to adhere to left side of tag as shown.
6 Select Merry Christmas sentiment from sticker sheet. Use
foam adhesive to adhere to card as shown..
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designer & kit cut files
Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer
living in Colorado with her
husband, two kids, and a
menagerie of four-legged
creatures.
Lisa was introduced to the
scrapbook hobby in 1998

after attending a Creative Memories party. Her first
scrap project was an album documenting her tropical
honeymoon, complete with fish-shaped photos and
countless sheets of stickers! In the years following, her
style evolved and she had her first layout published in
Simple Scrapbooks magazine in 2003. Since then, she
has contributed to several magazines and manufacturer design teams, as well as authoring the book Design
Workshop from Ella Publishing.
When she’s not scrapping, Lisa fosters dogs for a local
rescue, frequents antique shops, and is constantly on
the hunt for the perfect rosé wine.

See more of Lisa’s work at:
www.lisadickinson.typepad.com
To download these exclusive cut files, please visit:
ONLINE
   
BONUS

www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter19-let-it-snow
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